TREKKING
The Iron Way
Trekking from Pietra Ligure to Isallo on the ancient Iron Way.
Difficulty level: Low - average

Organised transfer by car or shuttle bus to Tovo San Giacomo, from where we start to
climb along Maremola riverside. After Bringhiera we reach the village of Magliolo where it
is possible to stop for a rest and a light refreshment. From here we start again our walk and
have the possibility to enjoy a wonderful scenery. When we reach Isallo, we stop for a fast
lunch based on typical products at the Agritourism Antica Ferriera. The agritourism stands
where there was an ancient ironworks that was active from 1730 to 1860. The iron was
brought from Elba Island to this place through the same track. In Isallo there was plenty of
water and coal, necessary for the manufacture.
In the afternoon we go back through the chestnut tree path and then through the same
way. In Tovo San Giacomo it is possible to stop at the museum of the clock (unique in
Italy).
Lunch in a typical local restaurant.
Trekking poles and shoes rental.
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TREKKING
DAY OR NIGHT EXCURSION TO PIAN DELLE BOSSE
Easy walk with lunch or dinner (return at night with torches)
suitable for everybody.
Difficulty level: low – also for children.

From Giustenice: from the square of the Townhall we go by car to the Giustenice saddle
until the end of the paved road. At this point we start the walk to Cascina Porro (697mt) at
the base of Bric Aguzzo, we descend and cross the little river Rio Giustenice. From here we
climb to Bric Pratello to the place where we reach the road to the mountain shelter.
With children the distance is covered in 70 minutes.
From Castagnabanca: from the parking place of Castagnabanca we walk up along the
trail no. 2 until we reach a little river (rio) with a wooden bridge (Ponte di Martinetto). From
here after a short climb we arrive at the mountain shelter.
With children the distance is covered in 40 minutes.
Possible at Emporio dello Sport (trekking poles, shoes and back pack).
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TREKKING
THE CHARM OF VEREZZI DAY OR NIGHT
Easy walk in one of the most beautiful Italian villages.
Difficulty level: low – also for children.

We leave from Matteotti street and we walk up to the caves, from here we follow the
track to the Crosa, we visit the centre of the village and we stop for lunch/dinner. When
we continue our tour we go to the Church of San Martino and from here we walk down
following the sentiero natura (nature trail) while enjoying an outstanding view.
Lunch in a typical local restaurant.
Possible at Emporio dello Sport ( trekking poles,shoes and back pack).
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